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2 of 2 review helpful A slight miss for Ronson By Anonymous I have been a fan of Jon Ronson for a long while I ve 
read all three of his books which were printed in the USA Them The Men who Stare at Goats The Psychopath Test 
Perhaps that was what killed me about Lost at Sea I was expecting something of the same quality as his earlier works I 
don t want a reader to get me wrong Ronson s writing sty New York Times ndash bestselling author of The 
Psychopath Test Jon Ronson writes about the dark uncanny sides of humanity with clarity and humor Lost at Sea 
mdash now with new material mdash reveals how deep our collective craziness lies even in the most mundane 
circumstances Ronson investigates the strange things we rsquo re willing to believe in from robots programmed with 
our loved ones rsquo personalities to indigo children to ldquo Profoundly weird wonderfully twisted extremely 
satisfying rdquo mdash Boston Globe ldquo Initially it seems that oddities are what Jon Ronson is after He rsquo s 
actually really just trying to understand the irrational hopes and desir 
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